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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA LOFTNESS SPECIALIZED FARM EQUIPMENT INC., Plaintiff, v. TERRY TWIESTMEYER, STEVEN HOOD, and TWIESTMEYER & ASSOCIATES, INC.,



Case No. 11-cv-01506 (DWF/TNL)



PLAINTIFF’S REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO STRIKE DEFENDANTS’ DAMAGES EXPERT



Defendants. I.



INTRODUCTION Defendants’ response to Plaintiff Loftness Specialized Farm Equipment, Inc.’s



(“Loftness”) Motion to Strike Defendants’ Damages Expert fails to provide the Court with either facts or law to support their claim that a reasonable royalty is an appropriate measure of damages for the alleged breach by Loftness of the Nondisclosure Agreement (“NDA”). As a result, Defendants’ expert, Zach Eubank, should be prohibited from testifying at trial and his expert report should be stricken. II.



ARGUMENT A.



A Reasonable Royalty Measure of Damages is Not Appropriate Under the Facts and Law Here



Defendants Twiestmeyer & Associates, Inc. (“TAI”), Terry Twiestmeyer, and Steven Hood claim that “Loftness did not challenge the methodology used by Mr. Eubank in arriving at his reasonable royalty rate conclusion.” (Defendants’ Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Strike Defendants’ Damages Expert (“D. Brief”), Doc. No. 137, at 8.) This statement is, of course, wrong. Loftness 4831-6256-8006
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challenged the very use of a reasonable royalty method under the facts and law of this case. Defendants cite to the Restatement (Second) of Contracts as setting forth Minnesota law on how damages should be set where a contract has been breached. The only Minnesota case they actually cite, however (other than Tate v. Scanlan, addressed below and in Loftness’ opening brief), is Logan v. Norwest Bank Minn., N.A., 603 N.W.2d 659 (Minn. Ct. App. 1999). That case does not support an award of royalty damages here. The court in Logan said: “Under a general allegation of damages resulting from a breach of contract, a plaintiff may recover those damages that naturally and necessarily result from the alleged breach.” Id. at 663. Here, TAI has never demonstrated how royalty damages can “naturally and necessarily” result from the alleged breach of the NDA. In Logan, the court agreed that Logan could seek “expectation damages, damages that attempt to place the plaintiff in the same position as if the breaching party had complied with the contract.” That did not include royalty damages. Id. Certainly, in our case, TAI would never have received royalty payments under the terms of the NDA and cannot now seek them. Such damages would not place TAI in that same position as if Loftness had complied with the contract. Next, Defendants rely on Hallmark Cards, Inc. v. Monitor Clipper Partners, LLC, 758 F.3d 1051 (8th Cir. 2014), where the Eighth Circuit applied Missouri law to a trade secret case. In that case, the court approved of royalty damages, stating that those damages “depended exclusively on [defendant’s] use of Hallmark’s trade secrets.” Here, of course, Defendants’ claim of trade secret misappropriation was dropped when they 2 4831-6256-8006
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could not prove to have any trade secrets. The Hallmark court also said: “A defendant that breaches a contract, is of course, normally liable for the natural consequences of that breach.” Id. at 1059 (emphasis added). Here, royalty damages are not a “natural consequence” of any claimed misuse of information on the part of Loftness. Finally, Defendants cite to another trade secret misappropriation case, Pioneer HiBred Int’l v. Holden Found. Seeds, Inc., 35 F.3d 1226 (8th Cir. 1994), decided under Iowa law. In that case, the Eighth Circuit was asked to determine if a lost profit award was proper for misappropriation of trade secrets. The court noted that a wide variety of damage claims are made in trade secret cases, including lost profits, unjust enrichment, and a reasonable royalty. Id. at 1244. It rejected the reasonable royalty theory as the “least plausible on [the] facts” of the case at hand. It noted that although occasionally applied to trade secret cases, this theory “is most appropriate when other theories would result in no recovery or when the parties actually had or contemplated a royalty arrangement.” Id. The Eighth Circuit agreed with the lower court that an award of lost profits was appropriate under the facts of the case. In our case, Defendants have not argued that TAI has no other theory of recovery here. In fact, Twiestmeyer testified that TAI would lose sales as a result of Loftness using TAI’s claimed confidential information when it sold grain bagging equipment to Brandt. And Defendants have never pointed to any evidence that Loftness and TAI had ever “contemplated a royalty arrangement” under the NDA. Defendants, relying on the Restatement, claim TAI, Twiestmeyer and Hood are “seeking to protect their ‘restitution interest.’” (D. Brief at 12.) They state that 3 4831-6256-8006
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“[r]ecognition of the ‘restitution interest’ in a breach of contract action serves ‘to prevent unjust enrichment.’” Id. (emphasis added). Here, however, Defendants brought a separate claim for unjust enrichment and that claim has been dismissed. Further, they do not explain how any of them would be entitled to restitution in the form of a reasonable royalty where compensation under the NDA was never addressed.1 TAI must demonstrate the damages that flow “naturally and necessarily” from the alleged breach of the NDA. It acknowledges that “[b]reach of the non-use provision is the essence of the claim left to be tried in this case.” (D. Brief at 6.) Until objecting to Loftness’ sale of grain bagging equipment to Brandt which started in late 2010, TAI had never objected to Loftness using the information it provided to Loftness under the NDA for its benefit. As stated by Twiestmeyer, when Loftness began selling the equipment to Brandt, TAI may have lost sales to Brandt in its Loftness territory. Such use, if any occurred (which it did not), could be fully remedied not by a royalty, but by a lost profits theory. And of course, if Loftness had not used the information for its own benefit, TAI could not have benefited through the sale of the grain bagging equipment Loftness developed. It is the loss of that benefit that defines TAI’s damages here. Certainly, TAI never sought a royalty payment from Loftness under the NDA. As the Court is well



1



Defendants also cite to Ventura v. Titan Sports, Inc., 65 F.3d 725 (8th Cir. 1995) in their Brief. (D. Brief at 14-15.) In that case, the court found a reasonable royalty rate was appropriate in an unjust enrichment case. Defendants claim that there, the court found the expert’s report on a reasonable royalty to be reliable. That opinion was of course based on the specific facts of that case. There is nothing in that case, however, to suggest a reasonable royalty measure should be used here. 4 4831-6256-8006
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aware, the NDA was drafted on behalf of TAI by its attorney. Had TAI intended to be paid a royalty under the NDA, it would have expressed that intent in it. It did not do so. TAI could not and did not claim Loftness breached the NDA by failing to pay TAI a royalty under it. B.



Defendants Twist the Facts in an Attempt to Allege that Loftness Made Royalty Payments to TAI



Under the Override Agreement, Loftness was obligated to make royalty payments to Twiestmeyer and Hood as payment for the ideas they shared with Loftness about grain bag loaders and unloaders. Twiestmeyer and Hood asked Loftness to make those payments to Grain Bag Storage Systems (“GBSS”). Loftness did so as an accommodation to them. According to Twiestmeyer, GBSS was put together so that he and Hood could “run [their] bank accounts through” it. (Terry Twiestmeyer Depo Aug. 2, 2012, p. 53.) Hood testified as follows: Q. Are you an officer of Twiestmeyer & Associates? A. No. Q. You’re not a shareholder of Twiestmeyer & Associates, right? A. That’s correct. Q. You don’t have any position with Twiestmeyer & Associates at all? A. I do not. Q. The two percent agreement is between Loftness and you and Mr. Twiestmeyer, right? A. As opposed to what?



5 4831-6256-8006
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Q. Well, the agreement isn’t between Loftness and GBSS. Those payments were actually for you and Mr. Twiestmeyer, correct? A. Yes. And when Carry who was the bookkeeper or the accounting person at Loftness called me and says how do you want this check made out. And I told her that we’ve formed a new company and we need it made out to Grain Bag Storage Systems and if and so that’s why that name. (Hood Depo Aug. 2, 2012, pp. 130-31, lines 7-11.) All parties understood the checks made out to GBSS from Loftness were for the royalty payments it owed Twiestmeyer and Hood under the Override Agreement. The members of GBSS were TAI and Grain Bag Systems, a company owned by Hood. (Hood Depo April 17, 2012, p. 18.) While difficult to grasp, it appears that Defendants are attempting to claim Loftness actually made the royalty payments to TAI because “TAI was the 50% owner of the recipient of the compensation paid under the Override Agreement.” (D. Brief at 4.) The “recipient” is identified as GBSS later in the brief. (D. Brief at 13.) The fact that TAI was a 50% owner in GBSS has no relevance here. First, Loftness’ royalty payments were made to Twiestmeyer and Hood under the Override Agreement, to which TAI was not a party. Defendants cannot simply decide to characterize those payments as fulfilling an obligation to TAI to make royalty payments to it. Loftness never had any such obligation. Second, all claims under the Override Agreement have been dismissed. Payments Loftness made under that agreement have no relevance to Loftness’ duties under the NDA. Apparently, Defendants misstate the actual facts here in an attempt to get around the facts of Tate v. Scanlan Int’l, Inc., 403 N. W. 2d 666 (Minn. Ct. App.), review denied
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(Minn. 1987). (See D. Brief at 11.) The Tate case is discussed in Loftness’ opening brief and that discussion will not be repeated here except to note that the facts of that case differ from our facts because the parties in Tate clearly contemplated compensation to the plaintiff for her ideas. The commitment to make payments to Tate were made orally; there was no written contract. These facts distinguish the case from the facts of our case where there is a written contract and it does not provide for any compensation to TAI for its ideas.



Defendants cannot falsely claim Loftness agreed to make royalty payments to



TAI under the NDA as a way to get around the facts of Tate. C.



Eubank’s Report Demonstrates Why He Should Be Prohibited From Testifying at Trial



Defendants acknowledge that Eubank was hired to “calculate damages based on a reasonable royalty measure of damages.” (D. Brief at 1,7, 8.) As a result, Eubank never considered whether a reasonable royalty is a proper measure of damages here. And his misstatements of fact inappropriately and irremediably confuse what the Eighth Circuit has already declared to be two totally separate and distinct contracts. The facts he confused and misstated are set out in Loftness’ opening brief and will not be repeated here except to note the critical impact his disregard for the actual facts of this case has here. For example, he not only “took the Override Agreement into account,” he states as fact that the agreement was between Loftness and TAI and then concludes that Loftness and TAI not only contemplated royalty payments under the NDA but that Loftness actually made such payments to TAI. None of those so called facts are true.



7 4831-6256-8006
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The language from the report Defendants quote on page 9 of their brief demonstrates the issue. In the quoted language, Eubank is explaining that the 2% figure from the Override Agreement was “a starting point to analyze a reasonable royalty rate” because “it was paid and accepted by the parties…”. (D. Brief at 9.) But the 2% rate was not part of any agreement between Loftness and TAI. Eubank, in his report, continually mixes up the parties to the agreements, resulting in a claim the 2% figure is “evidence of the terms negotiated by a willing seller and willing buyer and involves the actual participants in the present litigation.” Id. This is a reference to the hypothetical negotiation he claims would have taken place between Loftness and TAI. He makes no mention of the amended version of the Override Agreement Defendants asked Loftness to sign in January 2011. Loftness’ refusal to sign that agreement shows that it would never have entered into any such negotiations. Eubank also ignored the fact that TAI stopped selling grain bag loaders and unloaders at the end of December 2012, when it transferred all its accounts to another sales representative. Defendants claim this fact is irrelevant because the resignation did not terminate TAI’s right to enforce the non-use provision of the NDA. (D. Brief at 4.) Loftness never claimed the resignation had any relationship to TAI’s right to claim Loftness breached the NDA, but claims the resignation does have a relationship to any damages flowing from the alleged breach. Whether TAI continues to sell grain bags through GBSS has no relevance to damages here.
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D.



The New Override Agreement was not Offered to Loftness in an Attempt to Settle Civil Litigation



The problem Defendants have with explaining away the new Override Agreement presented to Loftness in January 2011 explains Defendants’ argument that the new Override Agreement was an “attempt to compromise the dispute under Fed. R. Evid. 408…”. (D. Brief at 6.) The facts show the new agreement was not presented to Loftness under Rule 408. The new Override Agreement was presented to Loftness in January 2011, a fact Defendants do not dispute. It was presented to Loftness after Twiestmeyer and Hood noticed Loftness was no longer using the trademark they had licensed to Loftness under the Override Agreement. (See Defendants’ Counterclaims, paragraph 37, Doc. No. 13.) The new agreement was presented to Loftness at or near the same time it informed Twiestmeyer and Hood it would no longer make payments to them under the Override Agreement, which they must have realized was coming since, under the terms of the Override Agreement they drafted, it expired in two years. (Id. at ¶ 38.) At that time, there was no civil claim or threat of such a claim against Loftness by Defendants. The new agreement was not presented to Loftness as part of settlement negotiations but simply an attempt to obligate Loftness to continue paying the royalty payments to Twiestmeyer and Hood and also obligate Loftness for the first time to make such payments to TAI and GBSS. The new agreement can be used as evidence here of the parties’ intentions.



9 4831-6256-8006
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E.



Defendants Acknowledge the Eighth Circuit Did Not Address Damages



In their Brief, Defendants admit that the Eighth Circuit did not specifically address damages in either of its opinions in this matter. They state: “In fact, the Eighth Circuit never specifically addressed the damages resulting from a breach of the NDA…”. (D. Brief at 5.) The issue of a proper measure of damages was never before the Eighth Circuit. Of course, if TAI can prove Loftness breached the NDA, it has the right to assert a claim for damages, just not a claim for royalty damages. Defendants call the failure of Twiestmeyer and Hood to sign the NDA a mere “technicality,” claiming that the fact the Eighth Circuit remanded the case on the issue of whether Loftness had breached the NDA is proof the Eighth Circuit found they have a right to assert a claim for damages. (D. Brief at 14.) The Eighth Circuit did not, however, opine on the proper method to use in assessing any such damages. TAI has the right to seek damages if it can prove liability, but the measure of those damages is not a reasonable royalty. F.



Eubank’s Opinion is Unreliable, Will Cause Confusion for the Jury, and is Prejudicial to Loftness



Loftness’ opening brief sets out all the ways in which Eubank mixed up the facts related to the NDA and the Override Agreement and those will not be repeated here. This confusion on Eubank’s part makes his report unreliable. Defendants falsely claim Eubank could rely on facts related to the Override Agreement, because of “the interrelationship of TAI with the payments paid under” that agreement. (D. Brief at 13.) Of course, that tenuous relationship, apparently claimed because TAI is a 50% partner in GBSS, has nothing to do with the NDA and provides no support to Eubank’s unwavering
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reliance on facts related to the Override Agreement. Indeed, GBSS did not even exist at the time the NDA was drafted by TAI, was not mentioned within the NDA drafted by TAI, and thus, is not interrelated in any way with Loftness’s rights or obligations under the NDA. Eubank’s reliance on this alleged “interrelationship”, along with his failure to consider relevant facts, makes his opinion unreliable. Defendants’ arguments with respect to relevancy, confusion, and prejudice are addressed in Loftness’ opening brief. III.



CONCLUSION For the reasons set forth in Loftness’ opening brief and its reply, Loftness



respectfully asks that its motion to strike the report of Defendants’ expert, Zach Eubank, be granted and prohibit him from testifying at trial. NILAN JOHNSON LEWIS PA Dated: April 21, 2017



By:



/s/ Karna A. Berg Karna A. Berg (#198432) Katie M. Connolly (#0338357) 120 South 6th Street, Suite 400 Minneapolis, MN 55402-4501 Phone: 612.305.7500 Fax: 612.305.7501 [email protected] [email protected]



ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF
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